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DIV6 short-story masterpieces by great French novelist include "An Episode During the Terror," "A Passion in the Desert," "The
Revolutionary Conscript," 3 more. Excellent new English translations on facing pages. /div
The novel A Start in Life is part of the Scenes of Private Life section of Honore de Balzac's masterpiece of nineteenth-century
realism, The Human Comedy. In much of Balzac's work, the aristocracy is portrayed as vain, duplicitous, and greedy. But in this
novel, it is members of the working class who are mercilessly skewered when what starts out as a harmless prank rapidly
snowballs into a comedy of errors with profound consequences.
“A delicate contemporary tale about the quiddities of love and the perpetual mysteries of human motivations” from the bestselling
Israeli author of Judas (Los Angeles Times). A New York Times Notable Book of the Year At Tel-Kedar, a settlement in the Negev
desert, the longtime love affair between Theo, a sixty-year-old civil engineer, and Noa, a young schoolteacher, is slowly
disintegrating. When a pupil dies under difficult circumstances, the couple and the entire town are thrown into turmoil. Amos Oz
explores with brilliant insight the possibilities—and limits—of love and tolerance. “A rich symphony of humanity . . . If Oz’s eye for
detail is enviable, it is his magnanimity which raises him to the first rank of world authors.” —Sunday Telegraph (UK) “Vivid,
convincing, and haunting.” —The New York Times Book Review “A vividly and affectionately detailed picture of Israeli village
life—and of what might be called a JulyOctober relationship—by acclaimed essayist and novelist Oz . . . A perfectly pitched comedy,
expertly translated, and one of Oz’s most attractive and accomplished books.” —Kirkus Reviews “This novel, his 10th (after Fima),
is set in Tel Kedar, a quiet desert town in the Negev that is both a microcosm of Israeli society and a vividly evoked setting whose
atmosphere and residents are palpable . . . his story carries thought-provoking implications.” —Publishers Weekly “Skillfully
alternating point of view between his two main characters, Oz shows us the painful process by which a couple uncouples, one
sinew at a time.” —Booklist
"A hardcover edition of the 1904 novel by Nobel Prize-winning Danish author Henrik Pontoppidan, widely considered "the great
Danish novel," but not available in English until recently. In a translation by Naomi Lebowitz, with a new introduction by novelist
Garth Risk Hallberg, bibliography, and chronology"-Eugenia Grandet ( Eugenie Grandet ) is a novel by Honore de Balzac first published in the weekly L' Europe littéraire ( literary
Europe) in September 1833 , the first year of the magazine. The title of this first edition was Eugénie Grandet , histoire de province
. It was already published in book form in 1834 , at the publishing house of Madame Charles- Béchet ; Later , in 1839 , at the
publishing of Gervais Charpentier, with a dedication to that Balzac he had been lover : Maria du Fresnay . In the Furne edition,
1843 , the novel was part of the series The Human Comedy , in the first volume of Scènes de la vie de province ; and , within it, it
was between novels and Pierrette Ursule Mirouët .
Owing to his keen observation of detail and unfiltered representation of society, Balzac is regarded as one of the founders of
realism in European literature. Balzac sought to present his characters as real people, neither fully good nor fully evil, but
completely human. His labyrinthine city provided a literary model used later by English novelist Charles Dickens and Russian
author Fyodor Dostoevsky. The novel sequence La Comédie humaine, which presents a panorama of post-Napoleonic French life,
is generally viewed as his magnum opus.. An original illustration.
Old Goriot is an 1835 novel by French novelist and playwright Honoré de Balzac (1799–1850), included in the Scènes de la vie
privée section of his novel sequence La Comédie humaine. Set in Paris in 1819, it follows the intertwined lives of three characters:
the elderly doting Goriot; a mysterious criminal-in-hiding named Vautrin; and a naive law student named Eugène de Rastignac.
Originally published in serial form during the winter of 1834/35, Le Père Goriot is widely considered Balzac's most important novel.
It marks the first serious use by the author of characters who had appeared in other books, a technique that distinguishes Balzac's
fiction. The novel is also noted as an example of his realist style, using minute details to create character and subtext. The novel
takes place during the Bourbon Restoration, which brought profound changes to French society; the struggle by individuals to
secure a higher social status is a major theme in the book. The city of Paris also impresses itself on the characters – especially
young Rastignac, who grew up in the provinces of southern France. Balzac analyzes, through Goriot and others, the nature of
family and marriage, providing a pessimistic view of these institutions. The novel was released to mixed reviews. Some critics
praised the author for his complex characters and attention to detail; others condemned him for his many depictions of corruption
and greed. A favorite of Balzac's, the book quickly won widespread popularity and has often been adapted for film and the stage. It
gave rise to the French expression "Rastignac", a social climber willing to use any means to better his situation.
Le Père Goriot (French pronunciation: [l? p?? ???jo], Old Goriot or Father Goriot) is an 1835 novel by French novelist and
playwright Honoré de Balzac (1799-1850), included in the Scènes de la vie privée section of his novel sequence La Comédie
humaine. Set in Paris in 1819, it follows the intertwined lives of three characters: the elderly doting Goriot, a mysterious criminal-inhiding named Vautrin and a naive law student named Eugène de Rastignac.Originally published in serial form during the winter of
1834-35, Le Père Goriot is widely considered Balzac's most important novel.[1] It marks the first serious use by the author of
characters who had appeared in other books, a technique that distinguishes Balzac's fiction. The novel is also noted as an
example of his realist style, using minute details to create character and subtext.
Reproduction of the original: The Village Rector by Honore de Balzac
Lucien Chardon, an aspiring young author, leaves his small provincial hometown and attempts to succeed in Parisian literary
circles of the early nineteenth century.
The Human Comedy (French: La Comédie Humaine) is the title of Honoré de Balzac's multi-volume collection of interlinked novels
and stories depicting French society in the period of the Restoration (1815-1830) and the July Monarchy (1830–1848). It consists
of 91 finished works (stories, novels or analytical essays) and 46 unfinished works (some of which exist only as titles). It does not
include Balzac's five theatrical plays or his collection of humorous tales, the "Contes drolatiques" (1832–37). The title of the series
is usually considered an allusion to Dante's Divine Comedy; while Ferdinand Brunetière, the famous French literary critic, suggests
that it may stem from poems by Alfred de Musset or Alfred de Vigny. While Balzac sought the comprehensive scope of Dante, his
title indicates the worldly, human concerns of a realist novelist. The stories are placed in a variety of settings, with characters
reappearing in multiple stories. Notable works included in the 'Human Comedy': - The Purse - Domestic Bliss - The Imaginary
Mistress - A Daughter Of Eve - Honorine - Beatrix - Gobseck - A Woman Of Thirty - Old Goriot (Father Goriot) - Colonel Chabert A Marriage Contract - Another Study Of Woman - Ursule Mirouet - Eugenie Grandet - The Vicar Of Tours - The Illustrious
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Gaudissart - Cesar Birotteau - Sarrasine - Cousin Bette (Cousin Betty) - The Girl With The Golden Eyes - The Chouans - Z.
Marcas ...
Reproduction of the original: The Chouans by Honore de Balzac

Pere GoriotSignet Classic
Le Père Goriot, Old Goriot or Father Goriot is an 1835 novel by French novelist and playwright Honoré de Balzac
(1799-1850), included in the Scènes de la vie privée section of his novel sequence La Comédie humaine. The novel
takes place during the Bourbon Restoration, which brought profound changes to French society; the struggle by
individuals to secure a higher social status is a major theme in the book. The city of Paris also impresses itself on the
characters - especially young Rastignac, who grew up in the provinces of southern France. Balzac analyzes, through
Goriot and others, the nature of family and marriage, providing a pessimistic view of these institutions.
Everyone agrees that Balzac is a realistic writer, but what do we actually mean when we say that? This book examines
the richness and variety of Balzac's approaches to realism, employing several different interpretive methods. Taking love
and money as the "Prime Movers" of the world of La Comédie humaine, twenty-one chapters provide detailed analyses
of the many strategies by which the writing forges the powerful impression of reality, the construction we famously think
of as Balzacian realism. Each chapter sets the methods and aims of its analysis, with particular attention to the language
that conveys the sense of reality. Plots, devices, or interpretive systems (including genealogies) function as images or
reflections of how the novels make their meanings. The analyses converge on the central point: how did Balzac invent
realism? No less than this fundamental question lies behind the interpretations this book provides, a question to which
the conclusion provides a full answer. A major book in English devoted entirely to Balzac was overdue. Here is the
American voice of Balzac studies, an engaging, insightful, and revealing excursion among the masterworks of one of the
most important authors of all time.
"A new English translation by Brian Murdoch of the German war novel, All Quiet on the Western Front, by Erich Maria
Remarque, with an introduction by historian Norman Stone, a bibliography, and chronology"-Eugenie's moving story is set against the backdrop of provincial oppression, the vicissitudes of the wine trade, and the
workings of the financial system in the aftermath of the French Revolution. It is both a poignant portrayal of private life
and a vigorous fictional document of its age.
To Know Ã… Fallen Angel is a coming of age story about a boy who tries not to become a sexual predator. Based on a
true story, it is serious yet inspirational. The main theme is the ability to triumph over the lasting effects of sexual abuse.
The story explains what happened to the mind of a sexually abused child, while taking the reader on an expedition
through the mind of a sexual predator. The book gives the reader insight into the reality of sexual abuse, and the mind of
a sexual predator.
Father Goriot, today considered one of Balzac’s most important works, is part of his novel sequence The Human Comedy. It’s the
first of Balzac’s novels to feature recurring characters, a technique that he famously developed in his subsequent novels. Set in
Paris during the Bourbon Restoration of the early 1800s, Father Goriot follows Eugène de Rastignac, a student born to noble roots
but little means, as he tries to climb the social ladder in Paris. The impoverished Goriot is staying at the same boardinghouse as
Rastignac—and Rastignac sees opportunity in Goriot’s richly-married and elegant daughters. The novel has been widely praised
for its realist portrayal of Parisian life of various social classes, and its deep influence on French literature is still felt today. While it
had chapter breaks when it was initially serialized, Balzac removed them when compiling his definitive edition of The Human
Comedy, a change that is preserved in this edition. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces free public
domain ebooks.
Monsieur Goriot is one of a disparate group of lodgers at Mademe Vauquer's dingy Parisian boarding house. At first his wealth
inspires respect, but as his circumstances are mysteriously reduced he becomes shunned by those around him, and soon his only
remaining visitors are his two beautifully dressed daughters. Goriot's fate is intertwined with two other fellow boarders: the young
social climber Eugene Rastignac, who sees a way to gain the acceptance and wealth he craves, and the enigmatic figure of
Vautrin, who is hiding darker secrets than anyone. Weaving a compelling and panoramic story of love, money, self-sacrifice,
corruption, greed and ambition, Old Man Goriot is Balzac's acknowledged masterpiece. A key novel in his Comédie Humaine
series, it is a vividly realized portrait of bourgeois Parisian society in the years following the French Revolution.
Passionate and perceptive, the three short novels that make up Balzac's History of the Thirteen are concerned in part with the
activities of a rich, powerful, sinister and unscrupulous secret society in nineteenth-century France. While the deeds of 'The
Thirteen' remain frequently in the background, however, the individual novels are concerned with exploring various forms of desire.
A tragic love story, Ferragus depicts a marriage destroyed by suspicion, revelation and misunderstanding. The Duchess de
Langeais explores the anguish that results when a society coquette tries to seduce a heroic ex-soldier, while The Girl with the
Golden Eyes offers a frank consideration of desire and sexuality. Together, these works provide a firm and fascinating foundation
for Balzac's many later portrayals of Parisian life in his great novel-cycle The Human Comedy.
Le Colonel Chabert (English: Colonel Chabert) is an 1832 novella by French novelist and playwright Honoré de Balzac
(1799-1850). It is included in his series of novels (or Roman-fleuve) known as La Comédie humaine (The Human Comedy), which
depicts and parodies French society in the period of the Restoration (1815-1830) and the July Monarchy (1830-1848). This
novella, originally published in Le Constitutionnel, was adapted for six different motion pictures, including two silent films.
A Passion in the Desert (1830) is a short story by French author Honoré de Balzac. Written as part of his La Comédie humaine
sequence, A Passion in the Desert is a frequently anthologized work of short fiction that explores humanity’s relationship with
nature as well as the effects of conquest and colonization. The story was loosely adapted into a 1997 feature film and remains one
of Balzac’s most acclaimed works. The story’s frame narrative begins after a man and woman attend a menagerie in Paris. The
woman is horrified by what she has seen: a man working with a tamed hyena as though it were human. Her companion, the
story’s narrator, reveals his experience in these matters, and agrees to tell her a tale reported to him by a crippled veteran of
Napoleon’s conquests. This soldier, he explains, was captured by Ottoman forces during the emperor’s campaign in Egypt.
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Managing to escape, he fled across the desert on horseback toward the safety of the Nile. When his horse died from exhaustion,
he continued on foot and discovered, in the damp protection of a cave, a sleeping panther. Terrified at first, he slowly came to an
understanding with the creature, learning to live at her side without angering her or falling prey to her animal hunger. One day,
however, emerging from the cave to admire an eagle in flight, he is struck with the feeling that the panther had become jealous,
and devises a plan to escape her inevitable wrath. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this
edition of Honoré de Balzac’s A Passion in the Desert is a classic of French literature reimagined for modern readers.
A new account of the novel's composition, structure and achievement provides readers with detailed literary and historical
background and an explanation of how Balzac challenged prevailing expectations of the novel.

Illusions perdues -- in English, Lost Illusions -- is a serial novel written by the French writer Honoré de Balzac between
1837 and 1843. It consists of three parts, starting in provincial France, thereafter moving to Paris, and finally returning to
the provinces. Thus it resembles another of Balzac's greatest novels, La Rabouilleuse (The Black Sheep, 1842), in that it
is set partly in Paris and partly in the provinces. It is, however, unique among the novels and short stories of La Comédie
humaine (The Human Comedy, 1799-1850) by virtue of the even-handedness with which it treats both geographical
dimensions of French social life.
Le Contrat de mariage is an 1835 novel by French author Honoré de Balzac and included in the Scènes de la vie privée
section of his novel sequence La Comédie humaine
A father's love for his daughters degrades into obsession, in an evocative novel of nineteenth-century French society that
offers a commentary on wealth, human desire, ambition, and despair. Reprint.
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